We demonstrate the validity of the Shackled-frequency-resolved-optical-gating technique for the complete characterization, both in space and in time, of ultrashort optical pulses that present strong angular dispersion. Combining a simple imaging grating with a Hartmann-Shack sensor and standard frequency-resolvedoptical-gating detection at a single spatial position, we are able to retrieve the full spatiotemporal structure of a tilted pulse.
Several techniques have been proposed for retrieving the amplitude and phase profile of an ultrashort pulse, with most methods allowing the reconstruction of the electric field either in the time or in the space domain. The main assumption lying behind these techniques is that the spatial and temporal features of the pulse are independent. The most known examples are frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [1] and spectral interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER) [2] , which allow for the retrieval of the temporal phase. On the other hand, spatial wavefront reconstruction is made possible by means of interferometric techniques or by a Hartmann-Shack (H-S) sensor [3] to obtain spatial information about monochromatic pulses.
However, in many cases, the need for the characterization of complex wave packets featured by strong space-time coupling arises. More refined techniques have, thus, been developed that are able to provide the complete reconstruction of the electric field (E-field) of the pulse as a function of both space and time simultaneously. Many of these approaches basically originate from an extension of the FROG and SPIDER techniques to the spatial coordinate, such as spatial encoded arrangement for temporal analysis by dispersing a pair of light E-fields (SEA TADPOLE) [4, 5] , spatially and temporally resolved intensity and phase evaluation device: full information from a single hologram (STRIPED FISH) [6] , spatial encoded arrangement SPIDER (SEA SPI-DER) [7] , and complete retrieval of the optical amplitude and phase using the ͑k Ќ , ͒ spectrum (CROAK) [8] .
The combination of H-S wavefront reconstruction with temporal autocorrelation was first demonstrated by Grunwald et al. [9] and the possibility to extend this concept to include full phase retrieval with a FROG measurement was also suggested. A similar combination of separately retrieved temporal and spatial phase profiles was also studied by Rivet [10] . However, the method suggested in [9] implies a FROG measurement at each lenslet spatial position in the H-S array rendering it computationally rather tedious. Furthermore, no indications are given on how to combine the retrieved information in order to obtain the full spatiotemporal amplitude and phase profile of the laser pulse. Recently, these difficulties have been solved with the experimental demonstration of the Shackled-FROG technique [11] . This is based on a single temporal FROG measurement combined with the spatial amplitude and phase obtained with a single H-S measurement. In [11] the technique was applied to a space-time coupled pulse, the Bessel-X pulse, in which angular dispersion is negligible. This allowed us to simplify the spatial profile acquisition, under the assumption that the spatial phase was the same for each monochromatic component of the field.
In this Letter, we further implement this technique as an innovative and handy way to completely characterize the field of complex ultrashort pulses characterized by space-time coupling and angular dispersion, i.e., in which the spatial phase varies with the temporal spectrum. This is obtained by using a H-S sensor placed in the imaging plane of a spectrometer in order to characterize the amplitude and phase of the spatially-resolved spectrum. The validity of this technique is demonstrated by characterizing the prototype of the space-time coupled pulses, i.e., a tilted pulse.
The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1 . The tilted pulse was generated by a 795 nm, 45 fs, 4 mm FWHM diameter pulse, delivered at 5 kHz repetition rate (KM Labs) and impinging on a 300 lines/mm diffraction grating, which induces angular dispersion resulting in a pulse front tilt of 18.3°. The tilted pulse is then imaged by a 4f telescope (made by lenses L in Fig. 1 ) onto the diagnostics, i.e., at the input slit of a spectrometer for the spatial measurement described below, or on the second harmonic crystal used for the FROG temporal measurement.
The spatial amplitude and phase profile is obtained using a commercial H-S sensor (WFS150C Thorlabs, 150 m lenslet pitch, 3.7 mm effective focal length). It is important to note that, due to the angular dispersion (i.e., the dependence of frequency on angle) of the tilted pulse, the spatial phase is different at each frequency implying that the H-S measurement must be repeated at each wavelength of the laser pulse. To account for the angular dispersion of the tilted pulse, the H-S acquisition may be performed by a series of measurements using a set of interference filters as in [12] . In this way, the amplitude and phase information is obtained over the full two-dimensional transverse profile albeit at the expense of a number of repeated measurements and with a rather coarse wavelength resolution, limited by the available interference filters. Another option, that we choose here, is to place the H-S sensor in the imaging plane of a spectrometer. The spectrometer is composed by a single imaging grating (concave blazed holographic grating, 430 lines/mm, Edmund Optics) that images the vertical slice of the input beam (selected by the input slit) onto the vertical axis of the output imaging plane and spreads the spectrum along the horizontal plane. The H-S sensor will thus reconstruct in a single shot the spatial phase at each wavelength with a high resolution. The downside of this approach is the loss of information along the horizontal axis of the input pulse. However, we note that this is perfectly acceptable if no spatial chirp is expected along the horizontal axis (as in the present case) or for pulses with cylindrical symmetry. We note that ideally the spectrometer should reproduce both the input amplitude and phase at the output imaging plane. This is usually achieved using an imaging spectrometer, i.e., a spectrometer in which the imaging is performed by a two-lens telescope. In the present case we are using a single imaging grating that may be considered as the equivalent of a planar grating combined with a focusing mirror and such a combination will not, in general, reproduce both amplitude and phase at the output. In other words, the imaging grating will contribute to the output phase profile. However, the H-S sensor allows us to account for this contribution and subtract it from the final measurement by an independent calibration. This is performed by sending a plane wave onto the input slit obtained by a highly expanded He-Ne laser beam. The measured output phase in this case gives us directly the additive phase contribution from the imaging grating. This spatial phase contribution is therefore subtracted at each wavelength from the subsequent measurements.
In Fig. 2, we show the H-S acquisition of the ͑r , ͒ spectrum (a) together with the corresponding ͑r , ͒ intensity profile (b). The normalized phase of the ͑r , ͒ spectrum is depicted in Fig. 2(c) and may be compared to the theoretical one in Fig. 2(d) calculated for the grating used in the experiment.
Finally, once the spatial phases at each wavelength have been retrieved, these are linked together using a second-harmonic-generation FROG measurement at r = 0, under the assumption that all frequencies within the pulse are present at this spatial location. In Fig. 3 we show the experimental (a) and the retrieved (b) FROG spectrograms. The temporal and spectral profile of the retrieved pulse are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) , respectively.
By normalizing the H-S ͑r , ͒ measurements with the spectral intensity and phase profile retrieved with the FROG, the full spatiotemporal structure of the pulse is finally obtained. The space-time profile of the reconstructed pulse is shown in Fig. 4 . In particular, Fig. 4(a) clearly presents the intensity distribution which is typical of a tilted pulse in the ͑r , t͒ domain. From the slope of the line of maximum intensity we retrieved a tilt angle of ϳ19.1°, in good agreement with the expected value. Figure 4(b) shows the retrieved spatiotemporal phase of the tilted pulse which shows a clear curvature along both the spatial and the temporal coordinate. In conclusion, we demonstrate the validity of the innovative technique Shackled-FROG based on the combination of FROG, and H-S ͑r , ͒ spectrum measurements to completely characterize in space and time the amplitude and phase of an ultrashort spacetime coupled pulse with strong angular dispersion. At the best of our knowledge this technique is the most simple and cost effective among the other diagnostics developed for fully characterizing the field of ultrashort laser pulses. Moreover, the employment of a compact, simple imaging grating in place of an expensive and often not available imaging spectrometer renders this technique even more profitable.
